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1. Introduction 
 

Low-dimensional semiconductor systems (LDSS) such as quantum wells (QWLs), quantum 
wires (QWRs) and quantum dots (QDs) are endowed with stringent quantum confinement which is 
much stronger in comparison with the bulk materials. In consequence, LDSS possess small energy 
separations between the subband levels and highly amplified electric dipole matrix elements. 
Introduction of impurity (dopant) into LDSS severely alters their energy level distribution. This 
has serious technological implication as such alteration of energy levels can lead to emergence of 
prominent nonlinear optical (NLO) properties of LDSS. As a result, we envisage painstaking 
research activities on LDSS doped with impurity (Ribeiro et al. 1997, Gülveren et al. 2005, Duque 
et al. 2005, 2006, 2013, Baskoutas et al. 2007, Karabulut et al. 2007, Karabulut and Baskoutas 
2009, Mughnetsyan et al. 2008, Özmen et al. 2009, Vahdani and Rezaei 2009, Barseghyan et al. 
2009, Çakir et al. 2010, 2012, Rezaei et al. 2010, 2011, Niculescu 2011, Ţas and Şąhin 2012a, b, 
Kumar et al. 2012, Zeng et al. 2013, Kasapoglu et al. 2014, Tiutiunnyk et al. 2014, Khordad and 
Bahramiyan 2015). 
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Abstract.  We examine the total optical dielectric function (TODF) of impurity doped GaAs quantum dot (QD) 
from the viewpoint of anisotropy, position-dependent effective mass (PDEM) and position dependent dielectric 
screening function (PDDSF), both in presence and absence of noise. The dopant impurity potential is Gaussian in 
nature and noise employed is Gaussian white noise that has been applied to the doped system via two different 
modes; additive and multiplicative. A change from fixed effective mass and fixed dielectric constant to those which 
depend on the dopant coordinate manifestly affects TODF. Presence of noise and also its mode of application bring 
about more rich subtlety in the observed TODF profiles. The findings indicate promising scope of harnessing the 
TODF of doped QD systems through expedient control of site of dopant incorporation and application of noise in 
desired mode. 
 

Keywords:  quantum dot; impurity; optical dielectric function; anisotropy; position-dependent effective 
mass; position-dependent dielectric screening function; Gaussian white noise 

Dielectric screening function (DSF, ε) is of utmost importance as it can markedly change the 
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binding energy and hence the NLO properties of LDSS. DSF can thus engineer the manufacturing 
of devices at desired frequencies by controlling the transitions associated with different electronic 
subbands (Peter and Navaneethakrishnan 2008). Moreover, NLO properties are also affected by 
position-dependent DSF (PDDSF), ε(r0), (Rajashabala and Navaneethakrishnan 2008). PDDSF 
assumes further importance in view of elucidating screened interactions in real space (Latha et al. 
2006). Hence, of late, there are several studies on PDDSF by Peter and Navaneethakrishnan 
(2008), Rajashabala and Navaneethakrishnan (2008), Latha et al. (2006), Köksal et al. (2009), 
Jayam and Navaneethakrishnan (2003) and Deng et al. (1994) with different electronic subbands 
(Peter and Navaneethakrishnan 2008). Moreover, NLO properties are also affected by position-
dependent DSF (PDDSF), ε(r0), (Rajashabala and Navaneethakrishnan 2008). PDDSF assumes 
further importance in view of elucidating screened interactions in real space (Latha et al. 2006). 
Hence, of late, there are several studies on PDDSF by Peter and Navaneethakrishnan (2008), 
Rajashabala and Navaneethakrishnan (2008), Latha et al. (2006), Köksal et al. (2009), Jayam and 
Navaneethakrishnan (2003) and Deng et al. (1994). 

Geometrical anisotropy is an important aspect that can hugely affect the NLO properties of 
LDSS. In reality, LDSS are mostly not at all isotropic which further vindicates the need of 
understanding how anisotropy affects the NLO properties. Experimentally, anisotropic QDs can be 
realized by chemically controlling the nanostructure aspect ratio (Xie 2012). Such anisotropic 
LDSS have generated unquestionable importance in view of fabrication of novel and useful 
technological devices. As a result, we find a lot of notable works on anisotropy in LDSS by Xie 
and his coworkers (Xie 2012, 2013, Chen and Xie 2012, Yang and Xie 2012), Safarpour et al. 
(2014a, b) and Niculescu et al. (2011), to mention a few. 

Of late, we have made detailed investigations on how noise affects various NLO properties of 
impurity doped GaAs QDs with special emphasis on PDEM, PDDSF and anisotropy (Sarkar et al. 
2016, Ghosh et al. 2016, Bera et al. 2016). In the current manuscript we make a rigorous analysis 
of the influence of Gaussian white noise on the optical dielectric function (ODF) of doped QD 
under the purview of anisotropy, PDEM and PDDSF. Recently Vahdani has made some important 
works on ODF (Vahdani 2014). Determination of ODFs is crucial to account for dielectric 
mismatch between QD and the surrounding medium (the matrix). As a result of such mismatch the 
optical properties are affected and the changed values of the optical properties are directly 
measurable. Moreover, from the knowledge of linear and third-order nonlinear ODFs it is possible 
to evaluate the effective dielectric function [𝜖𝜖𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (𝜈𝜈)] of the dot-matrix composite system absorbing 
the influence of dielectric mismatch between the dot and the matrix. Thus, in practice, 
determination of ODF assumes unquestionable significance since an extended study which 
originates from these ODF values would lead to understanding the effective optical properties of 
the composite systems arising out of dielectric mismatch. However, for that purpose one has to 
envisage an ensemble of QDs (e.g., GaAs) randomly dispersed amidst some surrounding medium 
(the matrix). And the QDs would have to be regarded as quite distant from each other to ignore 
any kind of inter-dot electron tunneling. As a result, electronic structure of each QD can be 
determined independently (Vahdani 2014). In the present work we have calculated the total optical 
dielectric function (TODF)[𝜖𝜖(𝜈𝜈)] which is a combination of linear [𝜖𝜖(1)(𝜈𝜈)] and the third-order 
nonlinear [𝜖𝜖(3)(𝜈𝜈)] ODFs. The system under investigation is a 2-d QD (GaAs) which contains only 
one electron and subject to parabolic confinement in the x – y plane. The dopant impurity is 
represented by a Gaussian potential. An orthogonal magnetic field is also present which provides 
an extra confinement. The system is further exposed to an external static electric field. 
Incorporation of Gaussian white noise to the system has been done through two different pathways 
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rhtlve(modes) viz. additive and multiplicative (Sarkar et al. 2016, Ghosh et al. 2016, Bera et al. 
2016). The findings reveal rich interplay between PDEM, PDDSF, anisotropy and noise (including 
its mode of application) that ultimately designs the TODF profiles. 
 
 
2. Method 
 

We consider QD system doped with impurity. It is exposed to an external static electric field (F) 
applied along x and y-directions. In addition to this noise (additive/multiplicative) is applied to the 
system. Thus, system Hamiltonian is given by 

 

( )0 0 imp noiseH H V e F x y V′= + + + +  (1) 
 
Within effective mass approximation, H0 stands for QD without impurity containing single 

carrier electron. The system is subject to lateral parabolic confinement in the x − y plane. An 

orthogonal perpendicular magnetic field is also present. )(
2
1),( 222

0
* yxmyxV += ω is the confine-

ment potential with ω0 as the harmonic confinement frequency. H′0, thus, can also be written as 
 

( )
2

* 2 2 2
0 0*

1 1
2 2

eH i A m x y
m c

ω ′ = − ∇ + + +  


 
(2) 

 
m* represents the effective mass of the electron inside the QD material. Working in Landau 

gauge [A = (By, 0, 0), where A is the vector potential and B is the magnetic field strength], H′0 reads 
 

( )
2 2 2

' * 2 2 * 2 2 2
0 0 0* 2 2

1 1
2 2 2 c cH m x m y i y

m x y x
ω ω ω ω

 ∂ ∂ ∂
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(3) 

 

cm
eB

*=ω is the cyclotron frequency, where c is the velocity of light. 22
0 cωω +=Ω can be 

viewed as the effective confinement frequency in the y-direction. Pursuing the important works of 

Xie, the ratio 






 Ω
=

0ω
η  could be defined as the anisotropy parameter (Xie 2012, 2013). 

Vimp is the Gaussian impurity (dopant) potential (Sarkar et al. 2016, Ghosh et al. 2016, Bera et 
al. 2016) given by 

[ ].2
0

2
0 )()(

0
yyxx

imp eVV −+−−= γ
 (x0, y0), V0 and 2

1−γ are the site of dopant incorporation, 
strength of the dopant potential, and the spatial spread of impurity potential, respectively. γ can be 
given by γ = kε, where k is a constant and ε is the static dielectric constant (SDC) of the medium. 

The dopant location-dependent effective mass i.e. PDEM; m*(r0), is given by Rajashabala and 
Navaneethakrishnan (2008), Peter and Navaneethakrishnan (2008) 

 

( ) ( )0
0

1 1 11 exp r
m r m m

β∗ ∗ ∗

 = + − − 
   

(4) 

 

In the above expression 2
0

2
00 yxr += is the dopant location and β is a constant having value 
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0.01 a.u. Above form of PDEM suggests that the dopant is strongly bound to the dot confinement 
center as r0 → 0 i.e., for on- center dopants whereas m*(r0) becomes highly important as r0 → ∞ 
i.e., for far off-center dopants. 

The Hermanson’s impurity position-dependent dielectric constant/dielectric screening function 
(PDDSF) is given by (Deng et al. 1994, Jayam and Navaneethakrishnan 2003, Latha et al. 2006, 
Köksal et al. 2009, Rajashabala and Navaneethakrishnan 2008, Peter and Navaneethakrishnan 
2008) 

( ) ( )0
0

1 1 11 exp /r
r

α
ε ε ε

 = + − − 
   

(5) 

 
where ε is the SDC and α = 1.1 a.u. is the screening constant. The concept of SDC appears useful 
only for distances considerably away from the perturbation origin i.e., the impurity center. The 
choice of above form of PDDSF suggests that ε(r0) → 0 as r0 → 0 i.e., for on-center dopants and 
approaches ε as r0 → ∞ i.e., for far off-center dopants. Such large r0 can be viewed as the 
screening radius (Latha et al. 2006). 

The term Vnoise [cf. Eq. (1)] stands for white noise [f(x, y)] whicfah follows a Gaussian 
distribution (generated by Box-Muller algorithm), has a strength ζ and is characterized by zero-
average and spatial δ-correlation conditions (Sarkar et al. 2016, Ghosh et al. 2016, Bera et al. 
2016). Such white noise can be introduced to the system by means of two different modes 
(pathways) i.e., additive and multiplicative (Sarkar et al. 2016, Ghosh et al. 2016, Bera et al. 2016). 
These two different modes can be discriminated on the basis of extent of system noise interaction. 

The time-independent Schrödinger equation has been solved by generating the sparse 
Hamiltonian matrix H0. The various matrix elements include the function ψ(x, y), which is a linear 
combination of the products of harmonic oscillator eigenfunctions. In the computation we have 
used sufficient number of basis functions that satisfy the convergence test. H0 is diagonalized 
afterwards in the direct product basis of harmonic oscillator eigenfunctions to obtain the energy 
levels and wave functions. 

We now consider interaction between a polarized monochromatic electromagnetic field of 
angular frequency ν with an ensemble of QDs. If the wavelength of progressive electromagnetic 
wave is greater than the QD dimension, the amplitude of the wave may be regarded constant 
throughout QD and the aforesaid interaction can be realized under electric dipole approximation. 
Now, the electric field of incident optical wave can be expressed as (Rezaei et al. 2011) 

 

 (6) 
 
By means of density matrix approach and iterative procedure, considering optical transition 

between two states |ψ0〉 and |ψ1〉, the linear [χ(1)(v)] and the third-order nonlinear [χ(3)(v)] electric 
susceptibilities can be written as (Vahdani 2014) 

 

( ) ( )
2

1 01

01

s M
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The linear and third-order nonlinear ODFs are related to χ(1)(v) and χ(3)(v) as follows (Vahdani 
2014) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 11 4 ,ε ν πχ ν= +  (9) 
 

and 
 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )3 34 .ε ν πχ ν=  (10) 
 
The TODF is given by 
 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 1 ,ε ν ε ν ε ν= +  (11) 
 

where σs is the carrier density,  is the matrix element of the dipole 
moment, ψi (ψj) are the eigenstates and E01 = (E1 ‒ E0) is the energy difference between these states, 
Γ is the off-diagonal relaxation rate. 
 
 
3. Results and discussion 
 

The calculations are performed using the following parameters: The static dielectric constant 
(SDC): ε = 12.4, the fixed effective mass (FEM): m* = 0.067 m0 (m0 is the free electron mass), 
confinement potential: , 0.2500 meVh =ω electric field strength: F = 100 KV/cm, magnetic field 
strength: B = 20.0 T, noise strength: ζ = 1.0×10−8, dopant potential: V0 = 280.0 meV, and σs = 
5.0×1024 m‒3. The parameters are suitable for GaAs QDs. 

 
3.1 Role of position-dependent effective mass m*(r0) 
 
Fig. 1(a) exhibits the TODF profiles against incident photon energy hv at three different dopant 

locations viz. r0 = 0.0 nm, ~10.0 nm and ∼20.0 nm for fixed effective mass (FEM) (m* = 0.037 m0) 
and PDEM [m*(r0)] in absence of noise. The plots corresponding to FEM and PDEM are 
represented by dashed and solid lines, respectively. In general, the TODF peaks are found on the 
higher frequency range of the external field with FEM than with PDEM indicating higher energy 
interval in case of the former. Also, in general, TODF peaks using PDEM are found to be shorter 
than using FEM suggesting reduced extent of overlap between the wave functions in case of 
PDEM. In case of FEM, with increase in r0 i.e., with gradual shift of the dopant from on-center to 
more off-center locations, the ODF peak remains almost unshifted but displays maximization at 
some intermediate dopant location (r0 ~ 10 nm). These observations with FEM reflect nearly 
unchanged energy separation between the eigenstates with increase in r0 and maximum overlap 
between the relevant eigenstates for near off-center dopants (r0 ~ 10 nm). Similar profiles with 
PDEM display noticeably distinct features. Using PDEM, the TODF peaks reveal blue-shift and 
steady enhancement with increase in r0. It can be inferred, therefore, that using PDEM a gradual 
shift of dopant coordinate from on-center to more off-center locations steadily increases the energy 
level separations and also the extent of overlap between the concerned eigenstates. Fig. 1(b) 
depicts the similar profile in presence of additive noise. Contrary to noise-free situation, the TODF 
peaks appear at lower frequency side using FEM than using PDEM. However, the magnitude of 
peak height using FEM and PDEM displays the same trend as observed in absence of noise. It thus 
appears that application of additive noise enhances the overlap between the eigenstates using FEM 
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(a) (b) 

 

 

 

 
(c) (d) 

Fig. 1 (a) Plot of TODF vs hν under noise-free condition: (i) using FEM at r0 = 0.0 nm; (ii) using FEM 
at r0 ~ 10 nm; (iii) using FEM at r0 ~ 20 nm; (iv) using PDEM at r0 = 0.0 nm; (v) using PDEM 
at r0 ~ 10 nm; (vi) using PDEM at r0 ~ 20 nm; 

(b) Plot of TODF vs hv in presence of additive noise: (i) using FEM at r0 = 0.0 nm; (ii) using 
FEM at r0 ~ 10 nm; (iii) using FEM at r0 ~ 20 nm, (iv) using PDEM at 0 = 0.0 nm; (v) 
using PDEM at r0 ~ 10 nm; (vi) using PDEM at r0 ~ 20 nm; 

(c) Plot of TODF vs hν in presence of multiplicative noise: (i) using FEM at r0 = 0.0 nm; 
(ii) using FEM at r0 ~ 10 nm; (iii) using FEM a at r0 ~ 20 nm; (iv) using PDEM at 
r0 = 0.0 nm; (v) using PDEM at r0 ~ 10 nm; (vi) using PDEM at r0 ~ 20 nm; 

(d) Plot of maximum value of TODF vs r0: (i) using FEM in absence of noise; (ii) using FEM 
in presence of additive noise; (iii) using FEM in presence of multiplicative noise; 
(iv) using PDEM in absence of noise; (v) using PDEM in presence of additive noise; and 
(vi) using PDEM in presence of multiplicative noise 

 
 

over that of using PDEM. However, unlike noise-free condition, the said mode of noise diminishes 
the energy intervals using FEM in comparison with using PDEM. The features of peak height 
variation and peak-shift are also altered from that of noise-free condition. In presence of additive 
noise, using FEM, the TODF peaks exhibit blue-shift with increase in r0 and undergoes 
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minimization at a near off-center location of r0 ~ 10 nm. 
Such observations indicate additive noise-induced minimization in the mutual overlap of 

eigenstates at r0 ~ 10 nm and steady enhancement in the energy interval as r0 increases. Under 
same condition, using PDEM, the peak height steadily decreases with increase in r0 suggesting 
additive noise-induced decrease in the above overlap between the wave functions. Moreover, the 
TODF peaks display prominent blueshift as the dopant is shifted from on-center to near off-center 
locations but remain unshifted with further shift of dopant. The findings reflect increase in the 
energy level separation that ensues the movement of dopant from on-center to near off-center 
locations. However, for far off-center dopants the interval gets saturated giving rise to unshifted 
TODF peaks. 

Fig. 1(c) depicts the similar profile in presence of multiplicative noise. As found with additive 
noise, here also the TODF peaks appear at lower frequency range using FEM than using PDEM. 
However, the magnitude of TODF peak height exhibits some departure from what has been 
observed in absence of noise and in presence of additive noise. Now, the TODF peak height 
becomes greater in magnitude using PDEM than using FEM. It can be therefore inferred that 
multiplicative noise induces greater overlap between the concerned eigenstates using PDEM than 
using FEM. This particular mode of noise also amplifies the energy level separation using PDEM 
than using FEM. Application of multiplicative noise further manifests minimization of TODF peak 
height at some near off-center dopant location of r0 ~ 10 nm and blue-shift of TODF peak with 
shift of dopant from on-center to off-center positions, both using FEM and PDEM. Thus, both for 
FEM and PDEM, a gradual shift of dopant reduces the overlap between the pertinent eigenstates to 
a minimum at r0 ~ 10 nm and steadily enhances the energy level separation. The variation of 
TODF using FEM and PDEM in presence of noise and also on its mode of application can be more 
clearly realized from Fig. 1(d). In this plot the maximum value of TODF has been presented 
against dopant location using both FEM and PDEM, in absence of noise and in presence of 
additive and multiplicative noise, at a given oscillation frequency of the external field. In case of 
FEM, the maximum value of ODF displays steady fall as r0 increases in presence of both additive 
(Fig. 1d(ii)) and multiplicative (Fig. 1d(iii)) noise. However, in absence of noise, the said 
maximum value exhibits a maximization at r0 ~ 11 nm. Thus, in absence of noise, most efficient 
overlap between the eigenstates occurs at some typical near off-center dopant location of r0 ~ 11 
nm. Presence of noise eliminates such maximization and causes steady fall of extent of overlap 
between the eigenstates as r0 increases. Using PDEM, in presence of noise, we get similar 
observations as found in case of FEM (Figs. 1d(iv) and (v)). However, in absence of noise, the 
maximum value of TODF shows persistent increase as r0 increases (Fig. 1d(vi)) suggesting 
monotonic increase in the extent of overlap between the relevant eigenstates. 

 
3.2 Role of position-dependent dielectric screening function [ε (r0)] 
 
Fig. 2(a) exhibits the TODF profiles against incident photon energy hv at three different dopant 

locations viz. r0 = 0.0 nm, ~10.0 nm and ~20.0 nm for SDC (ε = 12.4) and PDDSF [ε (r0)] in 
absence of noise. The plots corresponding to SDC and PDDSF are represented by dashed and solid 
lines, respectively. In absence of noise, the TODF profiles using SDC and PDDSF qualitatively 
resemble the similar profiles using FEM and PDEM, respectively, under identical conditions. We, 
thus, refrain from detailed discussions of the profiles for the brevity of the manuscript. Fig. 2(b) 
depicts the similar profile in presence of additive noise. The TODF peaks using SDC emerge on 
the higher frequency domain than using PDDSF indicating greater energy interval in case of SDC. 
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The relative magnitude of peak heights using SDC and PDDSF exhibits an interesting sequence. It 
is only for the on-center dopants the TODF peak height displays higher magnitude using SDC than 
using PDDSF. However, for off-center dopants (near and far) the sequence gets exactly reversed. 
Thus, in presence of additive noise, use of SDC would be appropriate to cause greater overlap 

 
 

  
(a) (b) 

 

 

 

 
(c) (d) 

Fig. 2 (a) Plot of TODF vs hν under noise-free condition: (i) using SDC at r0 = 0.0 nm; (ii) using SDC 
at r0 ~ 10 nm; (iii) using SDC at r0 ~ 20 nm; (iv) using PDDSF at r0 = 0.0 nm; (v) using 
PDDSF at r0 ~ 10 nm; (vi) using PDDSF at r0 ~ 20 nm; 

(b) Plot of TODF vs hv in presence of additive noise: (i) using SDC at r0 = 0.0 nm; (ii) using 
SDC at r0 ~ 10 nm; (iii) using SDC at r0 ~ 20 nm, (iv) using PDDSF at r0 = 0.0 nm; (v) using 
PDDSF at r0 ~ 10 nm; (vi) using PDDSF at r0 ~ 20 nm; 

(c) Plot of TODF vs hν in presence of 
multiplicative noise: (i) using SDC at r0 = 0.0 nm; (ii) using SDC at r0 ~ 10 nm; (iii) using 
SDC a at r0 ~ 20 nm; (iv) using PDDSF at r0 = 0.0 nm; (v) using PDDSF at r0 ~ 10 nm; (vi) 
using PDDSF at r0 ~ 20 nm; 

(d) Plot of maximum value of TODF vs r0: (i) using SDC in absence of noise; (ii) using SDC in 
presence of additive noise; (iii) using SDC in presence of multiplicative noise; (iv) using 
PDDSF in absence of noise; (v) using PDDSF in presence of additive noise; and (vi) using 
PDDSF in presence of multiplicative noise 
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between the wave functions for on-center dopants. However, the same purpose would be served 
using PDDSF for off-center dopants. Using SDC, as r0 increases the TODF peaks display blue-
shift indicating additive noise-induced enhancement in the energy interval following shift of the 
dopant location. The TODF peak height shows a weak minimization as the dopant is shifted from 
on-center to near off-center location of r0 ~ 10.0 nm. Thus, using SDC, additive noise depletes the 
overlap between the relevant wave functions to a minimum for a near off-center dopant. Under the 
same condition, using PDDSF, the peak height decreases noticeably for a shift of dopant from on-
center to near off-center location. However, the peak height nearly saturates thereafter with further 
shift of dopant. Such an observation suggests a huge fall in the mutual overlap of wave functions 
of concerned eigenstates associated with the shift of dopant from on-center to near off-center 
location. However, the said overlap attains steady value with further shift of dopant giving rise to 
observed saturation in the peak height. Moreover, using PDDSF, with increase in r0 the TODF 
peaks display prominent blue-shift reflecting additive noise-induced increase in the energy level 
separation. Fig. 2(c) depicts the similar profile in presence of multiplicative noise. As found with 
additive noise, here also the TODF peaks appear at higher frequency range using SDC than using 
PDDSF. The TODF peak height becomes greater in magnitude using PDDSF than using SDC. It 
can be therefore argued that multiplicative noise induces larger overlap between the involved 
eigenstates using PDDSF than using SDC. Application of multiplicative noise further divulges 
minimization of TODF peak height at some near off-center dopant location of r0 ~ 10.0 nm and 
blue-shift of TODF peak with shift of dopant from on-center to off-center positions, both using 
SDC and PDDSF. Thus, both for SDC and PDDSF, a gradual shift of dopant diminishes the 
overlap between the pertinent eigenstates to a minimum at r0 ~ 10.0 nm and steadily enhances the 
energy level separation. The variation of TODF using SDC and PDDSF in presence of noise 
including its mode of application can be more evidently realized from Fig. 2(d). In this plot the 
maximum value of TODF has been presented against dopant location using both SDC and PDDSF, 
in absence of noise and in presence of additive and multiplicative noise, at a particular oscillation 
frequency of the external field. In case of SDC, the maximum value of ODF displays persistent 
drop as r0 increases in presence of both additive (Fig. 2d(ii)) and multiplicative (Fig. 2d(iii)) noise. 
However, in absence of noise, the maximum value of TODF exhibits a maximization at r0 ~ 12.0 
nm. 

Thus, in absence of noise, most effective overlap between the eigenstates takes place at some 
typical near off-center dopant location of r0 ~ 12.0 nm. Presence of noise removes such 
maximization and causes steady fall of extent of overlap between the eigenstates as r0. Using 
PDDSF, in presence of noise, we find similar profiles as found in case of SDC (Figs. 2d(iv) and 
(v)). However, in absence of noise, the maximum value of TODF shows monotonic increase as r0 
increases (Fig. 2d(vi)) suggesting regular increase in the extent of overlap between the concerned 
eigenstates. 

 
3.3 Role of anisotropy (η) 
 
Fig. 3 shows the pattern of variations of TODF with anisotropy parameter η in absence of noise 

(Fig. 3(i)) and in presence of additive (Fig. 3(ii)) and multiplicative (Fig. 3(iii)) noise, respectively. 
Under all conditions TODF has been found to exhibit maximization at η ~3.0, ~5.0 and ~7.0 in 
absence of noise, in presence of additive and multiplicative noise, respectively. Furthermore, the 
TODF peak reveals steady increase in going from noise-free state to states in presence of additive 
and multiplicative noise. 
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Fig. 3 Plots of TODF vs η: (i) in absence of noise; (ii) in presence of additive noise; and 

(iii) in presence of multiplicative noise 
 
 
The observations indicate that under all conditions there is a typical anisotropy domain where 

most efficient overlap between the eigenstates can take place. Presence of noise causes such 
efficient overlap at higher anisotropy domain than in absence of noise. Multiplicative noise further 
shifts this anisotropy domain to higher values in comparison with its additive counterpart. The 
plots further show that the extent of aforesaid overlap is favored by presence of noise than under 
noise-free condition. Multiplicative noise even promotes greater overlap than its additive neighbor. 

 
 

4. Conclusions 
 

The TODF of impurity doped QD has been investigated under the purview of anisotropy, 
PDEM and PDDSF, both in presence and absence of noise. As we switch from FEM to PDEM or 
SDC to PDDSF the features of TODF peaks are noticeably changed owing to a change in the 
interactions present in the system. Such a change of interactions becomes more subtle in presence 
of noise and also manifestly depends on mode of application of noise. Apart from these a change 
in the system anisotropy also affects the TODF profile which also sensitively depends on presence 
of noise and its pathway of incorporation. All such alterations occur as a change from FEM to 
PDEM, SDC to PDDSF and anisotropy affects the energy level separation and also the extent of 
mutual overlap between the pertinent eigenstates. Presence of noise and its mode of application 
simply make the scenario more delicate. The study highlights possibility of tailoring the TODF of 
doped QD systems through judicious adjustment of site of dopant incorporation and application of 
noise in desired mode. Of course, such adjustment can be directly realized through change of 
effect mass and dielectric constant of the system which formally depend on dopant coordinate. 
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